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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

EXPECTATIONS
Ignoring Issue Importance

• To what extent do voters rely on policy information versus partisan cues when making electoral decisions?
• Past work has assumed issue-driven public,
while recent research argues voters are ‘blind
partisans’ who ignore policy information in favor of expressing political identity.
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Figures above show the effect of party and issue
agreement on candidate evaluations by issue
importance for the CCES (A) and Lucid (B).
Comparing evaluations of the most important
issue to the least, the effect of issue match
increases while party match decreases.

When evaluations are split based on in versus
out-party evaluations we see, for both the CCES
(A) and Lucid (B), in-party evaluations are
policy-driven regardless of issue importance.
Out-party evaluations show the expected
moderating effect of issue importance on
policy-driven behavior.
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• I propose voters rely on both issue information
and party cues, with personal issue importance
moderating how much one is relied on relative
to the other.
• I argue this relationship has been missed for
two reasons. First, researchers tend to focus on
political salience of an issue rather than personal importance. Second, standard measurement of personal issue importance poorly discriminates between important and unimportant
issues.
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Tables above show the effect of party and issue
agreement on candidate evaluations from the
CCES (A) and Lucid (B) while ignoring issue
importance. Both studies show that a match for
issue positions and partisanship is preferred to a
mismatch. All variables are re-coded 0-1.

• Across two survey experiments, I test the effects of issue and party agreement on candidate
evaluations for political issues of high and low
personal importance.

STUDY DESIGN
Study Flow
Study 1: 1664 respondents from 2018 CCES

Study 2: 1997
respondents on Lucid
in October 2018

Gave positions on policies
in a variety of issue areas

Indicated policy area of most
and least personal importance

Study 1: Randomly assigned to
candidate vignette

Study 2: Randomly
assigned to view their
Senator’s roll call vote

Specified favorability of candidate

Study Randomization

• Study 1: Content within the vignette
followed a 2x2x2 design. A candidate,
Michael Adams, was described as a
Democrat/Republican who
supported/opposed an issue of the
most/least personal importance to the
respondent.
• Study 2: Respondents randomly assigned to
see their Senator’s actual roll call vote on the
issue most/least important to them, along
with Senator’s party. Information about the
bill was also included. All included Senators
were up for reelection in 2018.

IMPLICATIONS

DRAWBACKS & FUTURE WORK

• Positive takeaways for democratic accountability.
• Regardless of issue importance, in-party evaluations were policy-driven.
• Out-party evaluations only policy-driven when
the issues at stake are of high personal importance. Suggests ‘issue publics’ can still hold outpartisans accountable.

• Measuring issue importance through isolation of the
most and least important issue demonstrates that issue importance matters but is limited in other ways
(e.g. does not speak to how importance matters
across the full range of issues).

• Results are consistent with theory of Negative Partisanship. Animosity towards out-party members
cannot be overridden by issue agreement on low importance issues.
• Past results arguing issue importance has no effect
on moderating political behaviors may be due to
measurement error rather than actual null effects.

• Future work should improve upon the standard measure of personal issue importance to better understand its impact on political behavior.
• Additional studies needed to determine how issue
importance impacts the relationship between partisan preferences and issue positions.

